
Building Positive Emotions: A Self-Guided 
Worksheet

Name:  Date: 

Objective
The goal of this exercise is to foster positive emotions to counterbalance any negative or 
destructive feelings you may experience daily.

What You Need to Know

Emotional experiences are an everyday occurrence. You could face stress from an 
unexpected hurdle or deal with anger following an argument. Managing these feelings is 
crucial; one effective strategy is cultivating positive emotions. Building a reserve of positive 
emotions can enhance your resilience and improve problem-solving skills.

Strategies for Building Positive Emotions

1. Sustaining Existing Positive Emotions: Learning to maintain or prolong current good
feelings.

2. Creating New Positive Emotions: Engaging in activities that generate more good
feelings.

Exercise Steps

Step 1: Identify Your Source of Positive Emotions

Here are some emotions generally considered positive:

Joy

Gratitude

Serenity

Hope

Love

Amusement

Inspiration

Awe

Satisfaction

Contentment

Add Your Ideas:



Step 2: List Potential Activities

Write down up to ten activities you enjoy or think you might enjoy. Consider inviting others to 
share these activities with you.

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

People to Contact for Shared Activities:

Activity Ideas

If you're stuck, here are some activities to consider:

Exploring nature
Cooking or baking
Physical exercise
Attending social events
Crafting or DIY projects

Playing musical instruments
Reading or writing
Volunteering
Traveling
Games or sports



Step 3: Plan and Execute

List the activities you plan to do, and once you've done them, reflect on the experience.

Activity Date 
Scheduled

With Whom? Completed? Reflections


	Text32: 
	0: Emily Perez
	1: August 31, 2023

	Text33: - Accomplishment
- Creative flow
	Text34: 
	0: Hiking in the local park

	1: Baking chocolate chip cookies

	2: Painting a canvas
	3: Reading a mystery novel
	4: Playing piano
	5: Volunteering at the animal shelter
	6: Hosting a virtual game night
	7: Gardening
	8: Writing poetry
	9: Taking a cooking class

	Text35: 
	0: 
	0: Sarah
	1: Mike

	1: 
	0: Tim 
	1: Grandma Jane


	Text36: 
	0: 
	0: Hiked in the local park
	1: August 20, 2023
	2: Sarah
	3: Yes
	4: Felt invigorated, happy.

	1: 
	0: Baked chocolate chip cookies
	1: August 24, 2023
	2: Alone
	3: Yes
	4: Enjoyed the process, felt accomplished.

	2: 
	0: Played piano
	1: August 27, 2023
	2: Alone
	3: Yes
	4: Felt in the flow, lost track of time.

	3: 
	0: Watched the TV show FRIENDS
	1: August 28, 2023
	2: Grandma Jane
	3: Yes
	4: Felt happy, enjoyed my time with her.

	4: 
	0: Attended a friends wedding
	1: August 3
	2: Friends
	3: Yes
	4: Felt ecstatic to be surrounded with friends, enjoyed the food and the event. 




